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ABSTRACT
Two DNA repair pathways are known to mediate DNA double-strand-break (DSB) repair: homologous
recombination (HR) and nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ). In addition, a nonconservative backup
pathway showing extensive nucleotide loss and relying on microhomologies at repair junctions was
identified in NHEJ-deficient cells from a variety of organisms and found to be involved in chromosomal
translocations. Here, an extrachromosomal assay was used to characterize this microhomology-mediated
end-joining (MMEJ) mechanism in fission yeast. MMEJ was found to require at least five homologous
nucleotides and its efficiency was decreased by the presence of nonhomologous nucleotides either within
the overlapping sequences or at DSB ends. Exo1 exonuclease and Rad22, a Rad52 homolog, were required
for repair, suggesting that MMEJ is related to the single-strand-annealing (SSA) pathway of HR. In addition,
MMEJ-dependent repair of DSBs with discontinuous microhomologies was strictly dependent on Pol4, a
PolX DNA polymerase. Although not strictly required, Msh2 and Pms1 mismatch repair proteins affected the
pattern of MMEJ repair. Strikingly, Pku70 inhibited MMEJ and increased the minimal homology length
required for efficient MMEJ. Overall, this study strongly suggests that MMEJ does not define a distinct DSB
repair mechanism but reflects ‘‘micro-SSA.’’

O

NE of the most toxic lesions to DNA is the doublestrand break (DSB). If left unrepaired, DSB has
the potential to disrupt genomic integrity. Notably, many
cancers of lymphoid origin are due to defective DSB
repair of V(D)J recombination intermediates (Jackson
2002). Cells have evolved two main pathways to repair
DSBs: nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ), a process
resulting in direct resealing of the break without the
need of extended homology between both ends, and
homologous recombination (HR), which, through at
least 20 bp of homology (Shen and Huang 1986), repairs
breaks by copying genetic information from either homologous chromosomes or sister chromatids. There are
at least three different mechanisms of HR in mitotic cells:
gene conversion (GC), break-induced replication, and
single-strand annealing (SSA); the latter mechanism repairs DSBs arising between direct repeats of homology,
leading to deletion of the intervening nucleotides (Paques
and Haber 1999).
Genetic requirements for HR and NHEJ have been
extensively investigated in a variety of organisms. In budding yeast, HR machinery includes genes from the
RAD52 epistasis group [RAD52, RAD59, RAD51, RAD54,
RAD55, and RAD57 (RAD51 family); RDH54 and RAD50,
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XRS2, and MRE11 (MRE11 family)] (Paques and Haber
1999). RAD52 encodes a single-standed DNA (ssDNA)binding protein with single-strand annealing activity required for all HR events, including SSA, although the
requirement for RAD52 in SSA diminishes as the length
of homologous repeats flanking the DSB increases (.2
kb) (Ozenberger and Roeder 1991). Budding yeast
RAD59, a RAD52 homolog with strand-annealing activity,
is also required for SSA, especially when the homologous regions are short (Sugawara et al. 2000; Davis
and Symington 2001). On the other hand, the ATPdependent strand exchange mediator Rad51, the homolog of bacterial RecA, is required for GC and the majority
of break-induced replication events but not for SSA
in budding yeast (Paques and Haber 1999; Davis and
Symington 2004). The involvement of the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae Mre11 complex (RAD50/XRS2/MRE11) in HR
is still controversial although the DNA end-bridging activity of Rad50 could potentially stimulate HR (D’Amours
and Jackson 2002). In Schizosaccharomyces pombe, it was
suggested that Rad50 stimulates sister-chromatid recombination but not recombination between homologous
chromosomes (Hartsuiker et al. 2001). Key proteins
for NHEJ are the heterodimeric DNA-binding proteins
Ku70/Ku80 and DNA ligase IV ( Jackson 2002). The Ku70/
80 heterodimer is required for efficient and accurate
NHEJ; it binds DNA ends and protects them from exonuclease digestion (Getts and Stamato 1994). Accordingly,
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cells lacking Ku show decreased efficiency in nonhomologous DSB repair and increased nucleotide loss at
repair junctions.
A decade ago, extrachromosomal (EC) DSB repair
studies in budding yeast YKU70-deficient cells provided
the first evidence for the existence of an alternative endjoining pathway (Boulton and Jackson 1996). Repair
junctions recovered from yku70D cells were characterized by nucleotide deletion and overlapping microhomologies (3–16 bp) (Boulton and Jackson 1996).
The term microhomology-mediated end joining (MMEJ)
has been proposed for this DNA repair pathway. Strikingly, this Ku-independent MMEJ pathway was highly
reminiscent of a major DSB repair mechanism operating
in mammalian cells since short stretches of homologous
nucleotides (1–4 bp) are often involved in end-joining
events (Roth and Wilson 1986; Thacker et al. 1992;
King et al. 1993; Sasaki et al. 2003) although it is not
clearly established whether these events are the result of
NHEJ or MMEJ. Soon after the experiments were performed in yku70D budding yeast cells, evidence for the
conservation of MMEJ throughout evolution was provided
by other studies in NHEJ-deficient cells from mammals
(Kabotyanski et al. 1998; Feldmann et al. 2000; Zhong
et al. 2002; Bentley et al. 2004; Guirouilh-Barbat et al.
2004; Tsujiet al. 2004), Arabidopsis (Heacock et al. 2004),
S. cerevisiae (Ma et al. 2003; Yu and Gabriel 2003), and
S. pombe (Manolis et al. 2001; Decottignies 2005). Moreover, biochemical purification approaches confirmed that
enzymatic requirements for MMEJ are clearly distinct
from NHEJ requirements in Xenopus laevis egg extracts
(Gottlich et al. 1998).
Typical microhomologies at MMEJ junctions are 5–
15 bp long and tend to be discontinuous, providing the
opportunity for involvement of a DNA mismatch repair
machinery in the process. Strikingly, MMEJ may be
heavily oncogenic as suggested by recent studies establishing that an alternative DNA end-joining pathway is
related to lymphomagenesis (Zhu et al. 2002; Tsuji et al.
2004) and liver cancer (Tong et al. 2002) in NHEJdeficient mice and often leads to nonreciprocal translocations in either Lig4 / or Ku70 / mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (Ferguson et al. 2000). Hence, MMEJ appears to act as a backup pathway to repair DNA when
more accurate pathways have failed.
So far, genetic requirements for MMEJ have not been
systematically investigated. The feature of nucleotide deletion formation at regions of microhomology in MMEJ
is reminiscent of SSA, suggesting that genetic requirements for MMEJ and SSA may overlap. However, studies
in Ku-deficient budding yeast cells showed that, although efficient MMEJ requires the RAD1/RAD10 flap
endonuclease needed for SSA (Ivanov and Haber 1995;
Ma et al. 2003), it does not require RAD52 (Yu and
Gabriel 2003). In addition, although the Mre11 complex is largely dispensable for budding yeast SSA, it plays a
role in plant MMEJ (Heacock et al. 2004) and is also

involved in budding yeast MMEJ (Ma et al. 2003). Hence,
it was suggested that SSA and MMEJ may represent
distinct DNA repair mechanisms (Ma et al. 2003). On
the other hand, another study performed in budding
yeast established that extrachromosomal SSA acts with
measurable efficiency in the presence of terminal direct
repeats of only 10 bp, suggesting that the so-called MMEJ
pathway may be related to SSA (Karathanasis and
Wilson 2002). Hence, when this work was initiated, the
nature of MMEJ was still unclear. To clarify the mechanism(s) underlying MMEJ, this study relied on the highly
flexible PCR-based EC DSB repair assay established
previously (Decottignies 2005). Although the chromatinization state of EC DNA may be different from the one
encountered in a chromosomal break, data from budding yeast suggest that the ratio of HR/NHEJ events is
highly similar in both types of DSB repair assays and that
plasmid assays mirror chromosomal assays for other aspects of NHEJ and HR (SSA) regulation (Karathanasis
and Wilson 2002).
Investigation of MMEJ genetic requirements was performed in fission yeast lig4D NHEJ-deficient cells. Genes
involved in HR, NHEJ, mismatch repair (MMR), nucleotide excision repair (NER), and base excision repair (BER)
were chosen as putative candidate genes for MMEJ
(Table 1). The EC DSB repair assay was also used to analyze the pattern of repair at mismatched nucleotides
during MMEJ in the presence or absence of msh21. Finally,
using a series of related MMEJ substrates, we investigated
the inhibitory effect of Pku70 on fission yeast MMEJ unraveled in this study and the impact of both length and position of the microhomologous region on MMEJ efficiency.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fission yeast strains and methods: The S. pombe strains used
in this study are described in Table 2. The lig4DTLEU2 and
rad50DTLEU2 deletions (Tomita et al. 2003) were kindly provided by Masaru Ueno. The PN559 strain and the rhp51DTkanR
and the pku70DTkanR (Baumann and Cech 2000) deletions
were provided by Paul Nurse. Construction of the pms1DTkanR,
swi10DTkanR, rad16DTkanR, rad22DTkanR, rqh1DTkanR, pol4DT
kanR, exo1DTkanR, rad2DTkanR, rad13DTkanR, spac12g12.16cDT
kanR, and msh2DTkanR alleles was adapted from Bahler et al.
(1998). Briefly, two 100-bp-long PCR fragments comprising 80 bp
of yeast genomic DNA located, respectively, upstream and downstream of the ORF (see supplemental file I at http://www.genetics.
org/supplemental/ for primer sequences) were used as primers
for PCR amplification of the geneXDTkanR cassettes on the pFA6akanMX6 plasmid. Genes were then deleted through homologous
recombination after transformation of yeast with the geneXDTkanR
PCR products.
Cells were cultured at 32° in rich glucose medium (YE5S) or
Edinburgh minimal (EMM2) medium and sporulated on malt
extract as described in Moreno et al. (1991). For nitrogen
starvation, exponentially growing cells were pelleted, washed
three times with water, and incubated at 2 3 106 cells/ml in
EMM2 lacking NH4Cl for 16 hr at 32°.
DNA for yeast transformations: The 1.7-kb ura41 (216)
MMEJ substrate was PCR amplified with REP4 plasmid (Okazaki
et al. 1990) as template and URAMMEJ5 and URAMMEJ3 as
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TABLE 1
DNA repair genes included in this study
S. pombe
gene

S. cerevisiae closest
homolog

1

lig4
pku701

DNL4
YKU70

exo11

EXO1

rad21

RAD27

rad131
spac12g12.16c1
rad221

RAD2
RAD27
RAD52

rhp511

RAD51

rqh11

SGS1

msh21
pms11
swi101

MSH2
PMS1
RAD10

rad161

RAD1

pol41

POL4

rad501

RAD50

Function in S. pombe
ATP-dependent DNA ligase involved in NHEJ (Baumann and Cech 2000)
DNA-binding protein involved in DNA repair and telomere maintenance (Baumann
and Cech 2000)
59 / 39 exonuclease (XP-G family) involved in several DNA repair pathways such as MMR
(Rudolph et al. 1998) and possibly HR (Tomita et al. 2003)
ssDNA endonuclease (XP-G family) homologous to FEN-1; involved in mismatched DNA
repair (Kunz and Fleck 2001) and telomere maintenance (Dahlen et al. 2003)
ssDNA endonuclease (XP-G family) involved in NER (Kunz and Fleck 2001)
Member of the XP-G family of nucleases with unknown function
Annealing of complementary single-stranded DNA; required for HR (Hegde et al. 1996;
van den Bosch et al. 2001, 2002)
AAA ATPase with strand displacement activity involved in HR and telomere maintenance
(Kibe et al. 2003)
DEAD/DEAH box DNA helicase (RecQ family) involved in HR-dependent DSB repair
(Hegde et al. 1996)
DNA mismatch repair protein (MutS homolog) required for MMR (Rudolph et al. 1998)
DNA mismatch repair protein (MutL homolog) required for MMR (Rudolph et al. 1998)
ssDNA repair endonuclease (ERCC1 family); forms a complex with Rad16 and is involved
in NER (Carr et al. 1994; Rodel et al. 1997)
ssDNA repair endonuclease (XP-F family); forms a complex with Swi10 and is involved in
NER (Carr et al. 1994; Rodel et al. 1997)
PolX DNA polymerase with gap-filling activity; combines properties of mammalian DNA
polymerase b, m, and l; possibly involved in BER and NHEJ (Gonzalez-Barrera
et al. 2005)
AAA ATPase involved in sister-chromatid recombination (Hartsuiker et al. 2001) and
intermolecular NHEJ (Decottignies 2005)

primers. PCR amplifications were performed with Taq polymerase (Takara), implying the probable presence of nontemplated extra nucleotide(s) at the 39-ends (Hu 1993). All primer
sequences are listed in supplemental file II at http://www.genetics.
org/supplemental/. MMEJ substrates for Figure 5B were PCR
amplified with REP4 plasmid as template and the following
primers: II, MMEJuraflap5 and URAMMEJ3; III, URAMMEJ5
and MMEJuraflap3; and IV, MMEJuraflap5 and MMEJuraflap3. MMEJ substrates from Figure 2B were obtained with the
following primers: G/A, MMEJinv5 and MMEJinv3; and A/A,
AAMMEJ5 and AAMMEJ3. The following primers were used to
PCR amplify MMEJ substrates with varying lengths of microhomology (Figure 4): m3, URAM3-5 and URAM3-3; m4, URAM4-5
and URAM4-3; m5, URAM5-5 and URAM5-3; m6, URAM6-5 and
URAM6-3; m7, URAM7-5 and URAM7-3; m8, URAM8-5 and
URAM8-3. MMEJ substrates with varying distances between m8
and the ends (Figure 5A) were obtained with the following primers: m8(1), URAM8(1)-5 and URAM8(1)-3; m8(3), URAM8(3)-5
and URAM8(3)-3; m8(5), URAM8(5)-5 and URAM8(5)-3; and
m8(7), URAM8(7)-5 and URAM8(7)-3. Two micrograms of phenol/chloroform-purified DNA were used for each yeast transformation. Yeast transformations were performed using a protocol
adapted from the lithium acetate method (Okazaki et al. 1990)
described in Decottignies (2005). The number of Ura1 colonies
was scored after 4 days of incubation at 32°.
Identification of junctions in ura41 circles: Repair junctions were PCR amplified on boiled yeast colonies with
IPCRURA1small and IPCRURA2. IPCRURA1 and IPCRURA2
primers were used to PCR amplify repair junctions from A/A
substrate (Figure 2B). All primer sequences are listed in supplemental file II at http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/.
PCR products were purified after agarose gel electrophoresis

and sequenced using the DYEnamic sequencing kit from
Amersham Biosciences.
RESULTS

Fission yeast MMEJ requires rad221, exo11, and pol41
and is inhibited by pku701: A previous study reported the
formation of fission yeast Ura1 colonies through NHEJmediated circularization of the PCR-amplified ura41 gene
in ura4-D18 cells (the ura4-D18 mutation removes all
homology with the transforming ura41 DNA substrate)
(Decottignies 2005). NHEJ-deficient cells were also able
to produce a few circular ura41 DNA molecules through
MMEJ in the EC DSB repair assay (Decottignies 2005).
Here, a modified ura41 repair substrate flanked by discontinuous microhomologous regions at both ends was
PCR amplified and used to investigate genetic requirements for MMEJ in lig4D NHEJ-deficient cells (Figure 1A).
The GGATTTGTA microhomologous region chosen
consists of (216) overlapping nucleotides recovered
previously in a subset of repair junctions in lig4D and/or
pku70D NHEJ-deficient cells and containing one nonhomologous nucleotide (A) (Decottignies 2005). MMEJdependent circularization of the (216) ura41 repair
substrate is thought to rely on a succession of steps (Figure
1A). First, DNA ends are subjected to 59 / 39 exonucleolytic degradation to produce complementary ssDNA
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TABLE 2
Yeast strains used in this study
Strain

Genotype

Source

PN559
AD458
AD463
AD473
AD475
AD477
AD479
AD486
AD487
AD493
AD501
AD503
AD511
AD512
AD516
AD518
AD520
AD522
AD530
AD535

h ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M216
h lig4DTLEU2 ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 pku70DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 his3-D1 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 rad13DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 rad2DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 spac12g12.16cDTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h1 lig4DTLEU2 pku70DTkanR rad50DTLEU2 ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M216
h1 lig4DTLEU2 pms1DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h1 lig4DTLEU2 msh2DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 swi10DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 pms1DTkanR swi10DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 exo1DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 rad16DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 rad22DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h exo1DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M216
h lig4DTLEU2 rqh1DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h lig4DTLEU2 pol4DTkanR ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210
h1 lig4DTLEU2 rhp51DTkanR ura4-D18
h1 lig4DTLEU2 exo1DTkanR rhp51DTkanR ura4-D18 ade6-M216
h1 lig4DTLEU2 rad50DTLEU2 ura4-D18 leu1-32 ade6-M210

P. Nurse
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

sequences. After production of ssDNA, MMEJ proceeds
through the search for homology and the annealing of
complementary sequences. The next step probably consists of A/G mismatch correction within the microhomologous region. This mismatch was previously found to
be corrected to A:T in 33 of 33 repair events isolated from
NHEJ-deficient cells (Decottignies 2005). Finally, gaps
are filled in and ligation seals the DNA ends. Circularization of PCR-amplified ura41 DNA was previously confirmed by Southern blot analysis (Decottignies 2005). In
this study, absence of genomic integration of the (216)
ura41 repair substrate was checked by monitoring Ura1
stability of both lig4D and lig4Dpku70D cells (supplemental
file III at http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/).
To compare MMEJ efficiency in different lig4D genetic backgrounds, cells were transformed with either
PCR-amplified ura41 DNA substrate (1.7 kb) or uncut
REP4[ura41] plasmid (8.5 kb).Circularization efficiency
was calculated as the ratio of Ura1 colonies obtained after
transformation with 2 mg of linear DNA substrate/Ura1
colonies obtained after transformation with 1 mg of circular REP4 plasmid (ura41 PCR/REP4 molar ratio of 10).
A circularization efficiency of 3.2 6 0.3% was measured
in lig4D cells (Figure 1B). Under the same conditions
(ura41 PCR/REP4 molar ratio of 10), circularization efficiency scored in wild-type (lig41) cells amounted to
250% (data not shown).
To test whether the production of ssDNA in the MMEJ
process may be mediated by the Exo1 59 / 39 exonuclease, the exo11 gene was deleted in lig4D cells. Strikingly,
MMEJ-dependent production of Ura1 colonies was almost completely abolished in lig4Dexo1D cells (circularization efficiency of 0.03 6 0.02%) but rad21, rad131, and

spac12g12.16c1 were not required for EC MMEJ (Figure
1B). The annealing of complementary ssDNA sequences
during the MMEJ repair process is probably achieved by
Rad22 as no Ura1 colonies were recovered after transformation of lig4Drad22D cells with ura41 DNA (circularization efficiency ,0.03% with 95% confidence). It has
been reported that S. pombe rad22D mutants are unstable
and easily acquire suppressor mutations in the DNA
helicase fbh11 gene (Doe et al. 2004; Osman et al. 2005).
Accordingly, lig4Drad22D-suppressed mutants appeared
in the cultures and were MMEJ proficient in the EC DSB
repair assay (data not shown). On the other hand, rhp511
and DNA helicase rqh11 were not required for MMEJdependent circularization of the (216) ura41 repair
substrate (Figure 1B).
Next, the assay revealed that neither the impairment
of MMR (lig4Dmsh2D or lig4Dpms1D) nor of NER (lig4D
swi10D, lig4Drad16D, or lig4Drad13D), nor even of the
combination of both (lig4Dpms1Dswi10) affected MMEJ
efficiency (Figure 1B). Because of the gap-filling activity
of fission yeast Pol4 (Gonzalez-Barrera et al. 2005),
the MMEJ efficiency was also tested in lig4Dpol4D cells.
As shown in Figure 1B, deletion of the pol41 gene abolished MMEJ-dependent repair of EC DSBs with discontinuous microhomologous ends (circularization efficiency
,0.01% with 95% confidence). Finally, the EC repair assay
was used to assess the impact of pku701 and rad501 genes on
the MMEJ pathway. Strikingly, deletion of the pku701 gene
increased MMEJ efficiency by fourfold, from 3.2 6 0.3%
to 13.1 6 1.1%, suggesting that Pku70 is an inhibitor of
MMEJ. On the other hand, deletion of rad501, a gene encoding a subunit of the Mre11 complex, did not change MMEJ
efficiency of either lig4D or lig4Dpku70D cells (Figure 1B).
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Figure 1.—Genetic requirements for fission yeast
extrachromosomal MMEJ.
(A) Presumed steps of
MMEJ-dependent circularization of ura41 gene. Two
distinct repair junction sequencesarepredictedtoarise
followingA/G mismatchcorrection: A:T and C:G. Position of the primers used to
amplify repair junctions is
shown (1: IPCRURA1small;
2: IPCRURA2). (B) MMEJ efficiency was calculated as the
ratio of Ura1 colonies obtained after transformation
with 2 mg (216) ura41 substrate/Ura1 colonies scored
after transformation with 1
mg REP4 plasmid (ura41
PCR/REP4 molar ratio of
10). Four to 10 independent
yeast transformations were
performed in each mutant
background. Error bars represent the standard error of
the mean (SEM).

Mismatch repair genes and mismatch type affect the
pattern of MMEJ junctions: Although not required for
circularization of ura41 DNA in the EC DSB repair assay
(Figure 1B), Msh2 and Pms1 MMR proteins participate
in the MMEJ process. Indeed, sequencing of the MMEJ
repair junctions in ura41 circles revealed differences
in the correction pattern of the putative A/G mismatch
between lig4D and either lig4Dmsh2D or lig4Dpms1D cells.
In lig4D cells, 20 6 2.4% of the repair junctions comprised a C:G nucleotide pair, A:T being detected in the
remaining events (Figure 2, A and B). Deletion of the
rad21, spac12g12.16c1, pku701, or rad501 gene did not
affect the pattern of repair junctions (Figure 2A). However, no C:G pair could be recovered from repair junctions
in either lig4Dmsh2D or lig4Dpms1D cells, suggesting that

Pms1 and Msh2 MMR proteins may be involved in
mismatch correction during the MMEJ process at discontinuous microhomologous regions. On the other
hand, impairment of the NER pathway (lig4Drad13D or
lig4Dswi10D) did not change the C:G frequency at repair
junctions. Surprisingly, a few C:G events (3.9 6 0.6%) were
recovered from lig4Dswi10Dpms1D cells, suggesting that
inactivation of both NER and MMR pathways may activate
a third mismatch repair pathway.
Strikingly, changing the putative mismatch from A/G
to G/A within the microhomologous region, although
not affecting circularization efficiency (2.8 6 0.8% compared to 3.2 6 0.3% in lig4D cells), resulted in the formation of G:C in, respectively, 94 6 2.9% and 100% of the
repair junctions in lig4D and lig4Dmsh2D cells (Figure
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Figure 2.—Mismatch correction at MMEJ repair junctions. (A) The frequency of
mismatch correction to C:G
was calculated for MMEJ
repair junction sequences
recovered from three independent yeast transformations with (216) ura41
substrate. Error bars represent SEM. (B) MMEJ-associated mismatch correction
was investigated in lig4D and
lig4Dmsh2D cells following
yeasttransformationwithura41
substrates presenting the following mismatches during
repair: A/G [(216) ura41],
G/A, and A/A. Repair sequences were recovered from
three independent yeast
transformations (mean 6
SEM). The total number of
sequences analyzed is given
under ‘‘n.’’

2B). Hence, with both MMEJ repair substrates, replacement of the nonhomologous nucleotide occurred mainly
on the same strand (bottom strand in Figure 2B). Next,
another repair substrate that involved the formation of a
putative A/A mismatch within a completely different
microhomologous region was tested (Figure 2B). In this
case, replacement of the nonhomologous nucleotide occurred mainly on the top strand. All together, these data
suggest that, during the EC MMEJ process, nucleotide
replacement at the mismatched position can occur on
either strand. However, with all three repair substrates
tested, removal of the mismatched nucleotide occurred
on the strand with the closer end, suggesting that the first
mismatched nucleotide may be removed during slow
39 / 59 exonucleolytic digestion of the ends.
MMEJ and NHEJ are reciprocally regulated in G1
cells: The inhibitory effect of Pku70 on EC MMEJ
described above gives further evidence that NHEJ and
MMEJ pathways rely on distinct machineries. Previous
work reported that the fission yeast NHEJ level is 7- to 10fold higher in nitrogen-starved G1 cells compared to
other cell cycle stages (Ferreira and Cooper 2004).
Hence, to test whether MMEJ and NHEJ may be distinctly
regulated through the cell cycle, yeast cultures were enriched in G1 cells by nitrogen starvation prior to trans-

formation with ura41 DNA. The lig4Dpku70D strain was
chosen because of its high MMEJ efficiency.
As expected, G1 arrest induced by nitrogen starvation in
wild-type NHEJ-proficient cells increased the efficiency
of Ura1 colony formation sixfold compared to nonsynchronized cultures (Figure 3A). In contrast, circularization efficiency of ura41 DNA was decreased by more than
a factor of 5 in nitrogen-starved lig4Dpku70D cells compared to exponentially growing cells (mostly G2 cells)
(Figure 3A). Sequencing of repair junctions showed that
the overlapping (216) microhomologous region was
used for the repair in both G1 and G2 lig4Dpku70D cells
(not shown). Hence, these data suggest that NHEJ and
MMEJ are reciprocally regulated through the cell cycle.
To test whether a decrease in exonuclease activity
may be responsible for the reduced MMEJ efficiency in
lig4Dpku70D nitrogen-starved cells, cellular exonuclease
activity in yeast nitrogen-starved cells was evaluated by
sequencing NHEJ repair junctions recovered from wildtype G1 cells (Figure 3, B and C). Consistent with a previous report in budding yeast (Moore and Haber 1996),
nucleotide deletion at repair junctions was increased in
G1 cells, suggesting that the reduced MMEJ efficiency
measured in lig4Dpku70D nitrogen-starved cells was not
due to a lower level of exonuclease activity.
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Figure 3.—DSB repair in nitrogenstarved cells. (A) Circularization efficiency of (216) ura41 substrate
through either NHEJ (WT-PN559) or
MMEJ (lig4Dpku70D) was measured after three independent yeast transformations of either nitrogen-starved or
exponentially growing cells. Relative
circularization efficiency was calculated as the ratio of efficiencies in nitrogen-starved/exponentially growing
cells. See legend of Figure 1 for the circularization efficiency measurement.
Error bars represent SEM. (B) Examples of DSB repair junctions recovered
from transformation of nitrogenstarved wild-type (PN559) cells with
(216) ura41 substrate. Microhomologous nucleotides are underlined. (C)
A total of 63 DSB repair junctions recovered from exponentially growing
wild-type (PN559) cells and 19 from
nitrogen-starved wild-type cells were
sequenced to determine nucleotide
loss.

Pku70 increases the minimal microhomology length
required for MMEJ: In NHEJ-deficient cells, the length
of microhomologous regions recovered at DSB repair
junctions extends from 3 to 16 bp (Boulton and
Jackson 1996; Kabotyanski et al. 1998; Feldmann et al.
2000; Manolis et al. 2001; Yu and Gabriel 2003;
Decottignies 2005). To investigate the impact of microhomology length on the MMEJ-driven repair of DSBs, six
ura41 repair substrates flanked by 3 to 8 homologous
base pairs were obtained by PCR (m3–m8, Figure 4A).
The presence of only 3 homologous base pairs was not
enough to drive the MMEJ-dependent circularization of
ura41 DNA (Figure 4B). Similarly, circularization of ura41
mediated through annealing at 4 or 5 homologous base
pairs was still very inefficient in lig4D cells and amounted
to, respectively, 0.06 6 0.03% and 0.6 6 0.1% (Figure 4B).
However, circularization efficiency of m5 substrate increased from 0.6 6 0.1% to 19 6 3.6% in lig4Dpku70D
cells, suggesting that 5 homologous base pairs are enough
to drive detectable EC MMEJ in the absence of Pku70. In
lig4D cells, significant MMEJ-dependent circularization
was detected with m6–m8 substrates although efficiencies
were always lower than the values obtained in lig4Dpku70D
cells (Figure 4B). Strikingly, circularization efficiency of
m8 substrate in lig4Dpku70D cells (117 6 10%) reaches
50% of the NHEJ-dependent circularization efficiency

of m8 measured in exo1D cells (Figure 4C). However,
although not affecting NHEJ-dependent circularization in
exo1D cells, the presence of one mismatch within a microhomologous region comprising a total of eight overlapping nucleotides [(216) substrate] reduced EC MMEJ
efficiency drastically in both lig4D and lig4Dpku70D strains
(Figure 4C).
Repair involving continuous microhomologies requires rad221 but not pol41: In contrast to the results
obtained above with the MMEJ substrate showing discontinuous microhomologous sequences, the pol41 gene
was found to be dispensable for Ura1 colony formation
after yeast transformation with m5–m8 substrates (Figure
4B). On the other hand, rad221 was found to be strictly
required for EC MMEJ involving fewer than seven overlapping nucleotides, and repair efficiency was still very
low with either m7 or m8 substrates (Figure 4B). Circularization efficiency of lig4Dexo1D and lig4Drhp51D cells
was intermediate between that of lig4D and lig4Drad22D
strains, and deletion of both exo11 and rhp511 genes in
lig4D cells abolished EC MMEJ activity (Figure 4B). These
data suggest that both Rhp51-dependent and -independent
HR mechanisms may be involved in the MMEJ repair
process when continuous microhomologies are present.
Nonhomologous nucleotides at DNA ends reduce
MMEJ efficiency: In DNA repair substrates used so far,
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Figure 4.—Repair of DSBs with continuous
microhomologies. (A and B) ura41 fragments
with 3–8 terminal microhomologous base pairs
were PCR amplified and used as EC MMEJ repair
substrates in a series of lig4D derivatives. Circularization efficiency measurements with SEM (%)
are detailed below the graph. (C) Circularization
efficiencies of (216) and m8 ura41 repair substrates were measured in lig4D, lig4D pku70D,
and exo1D cells. Three to 10 independent yeast
transformations were performed in each mutant
background and circularization efficiencies were
calculated as described in the Figure 1 legend. Error bars represent SEM.

microhomologous sequences are located at ura41 ends
and are therefore directly accessible for MMEJ repair.
However, microhomologous regions are often located
away from the ends at naturally occurring DSBs, implying
both extensive exonuclease degradation and 39-flap removal for annealing at microhomologous regions. Hence,
the effect of microhomology position on fission yeast EC
MMEJ efficiency was tested by providing yeast cells with
four derivatives of ura41 m8 substrate containing increasing numbers of nonhomologous base pairs at both ends
of the substrate [m8(1), m8(3), m8(5), and m8(7)] (Figure
5A). The presence of nonhomologous nucleotides did not
change the efficiency of NHEJ-dependent circularization
of ura41 in wild-type cells (data not shown). On the other
hand, in lig4D cells, circularization of m8 substrate was

reduced by 63% in the presence of only 1 nonhomologous
base pair at DNA ends [m8(1)] and by 98% when 5 nonhomologous base pairs [m8(5)] were added at both ends
(Figure 5A).
Consistent with a protective role of Pku70 against exonucleases, circularization efficiency of m8(1) was sixfold
higher in lig4Dpku70D cells compared to lig4D cells
(Figure 5A). However, search for homology and/or removal of 39-flap presumably became a limiting factor in
lig4Dpku70D cells transformed with either m8(5) or m8(7)
substrate, suggesting that deprotection of DSB ends is
not enough to promote efficient MMEJ in the presence of
nonhomologous nucleotides (Figure 5A). Inactivation of
Swi10/Rad16 endonuclease did not significantly affect
circularization efficiency of ura41 DNA flanked by 1–7
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Figure 5.—Nonhomologous nucleotides at DSB ends
reduce MMEJ efficiency. (A)
Four derivatives of m8 substrate flanked by 1 [m8(1)],
3 [m8(3)], 5 [m8(5)], or 7
[m8(7)]
nonhomologous
base pairs were PCR amplified and used as EC MMEJ
repair substrates in lig4D,
lig4Drad16D, lig4Dswi10D,
and lig4Dpku70D cells. (B)
Three derivatives of (216)
repair substrate (I) containing 10 nonhomologous base
pairs at the 59-end (II), the
39-end (III), or both ends
(IV) were PCR amplified and
introduced into lig4D and
lig4Dpku70D cells. Three to
10 independent yeast transformations were performed in
each mutant background
andcircularizationefficiencies
were calculated as described in
the Figure 1 legend. Error bars
represent SEM.

nonhomologous base pairs (Figure 5A). Addition of nonhomologous base pairs at both ends of the (216) MMEJ
substrate also drastically reduced ura41 circularization in
NHEJ-deficient cells, suppressing the difference in MMEJ
efficiency between lig4D and lig4Dpku70D cells (Figure
5B). Similarly, nonhomologous base pairs at only one end
of the PCR fragment strongly reduced the circularization
efficiency (Figure 5B).

DISCUSSION

Recent studies suggested that MMEJ represents a nonconservative mechanism of DSB repair acting as backup
pathway to NHEJ and is involved in oncogenic chromosomal translocations (Ferguson et al. 2000; Tong et al.
2002; Zhu et al. 2002; Tsuji et al. 2004). MMEJ presumably proceeds through the resection of DSB ends to
produce ssDNA tails overlapping at microhomologous
regions of 5–15 nucleotides, a process reminiscent of
SSA since repair results in a single copy of the repeated
sequence (Paques and Haber 1999). Although microhomologies had been previously reported to help NHEJmediated repair of DSBs (Roth and Wilson 1986; Thacker
et al. 1992; King et al. 1993; Sasaki et al. 2003), the MMEJ
pathway is distinct from NHEJ because it does not rely on
Ku and Lig4 NHEJ proteins for completion.
Hence, this study was aimed at investigating genetic
requirements for MMEJ in fission yeast using an EC DSB
repair assay described previously and based on the ability
of fission yeast ura4-D18 cells to acquire a Ura1 phenotype through circularization of PCR-amplified ura41 DNA
(Decottignies 2005). Although EC DSBs are probably

more accessible than DSBs encountered in a chromosomal context, resulting in higher repair efficiency, data
from budding yeast suggest that EC assays mirror chromosomal breaks in several respects, including the ratio of
HR/NHEJ repair events for a substrate flanked by 29-bp
repeats (Karathanasis and Wilson 2002). The MMEJ
repair substrates used in this study were obtained by PCR
amplification of the S. pombe ura41 gene and were flanked
by either noncontinuous (216) or continuous microhomologies of varying lengths (m3–m8). Fission yeast
lig4D cells were able to circularize both types of MMEJ
substrates provided that a continuous homology of at
least 5 bp was present at the ends. When 8 homologous
base pairs were available for ura41 circularization, EC
MMEJ efficiency was very high, reaching up to 50% of the
EC NHEJ efficiency. On the other hand, moving the microhomologous region, as few as 5 bp within the ura41
DNA fragment had a strong negative impact on MMEJ efficiency. However, MMEJ efficiency does not decrease further with increasing length of terminal nonhomologous
base pairs as the efficiency measured in Decottignies
(2005) with the ura41 PCR substrate was comparable to
that obtained here with m8(5) and m8(7) substrates,
although in the former case terminal deletions of, respectively, 47 and 126 bp were required for annealing at the
microhomologous region. Hence, above a threshold of
5 bp, there is no further decrease in MMEJ efficiency
with increasing lengths of nonhomologous 39-flaps. This
work is in agreement with data showing that moving
the microhomologous region away from DSB ends substantially decreases the use of this region for DNA repair
in mouse XRCC4-deficient cells (Kabotyanski et al.
1998) and reduces short homologous overlap-dependent
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DNA recombination in Xenopus oocytes (Grzesiuk and
Carroll 1987).
Fission yeast Rad22 is a homolog of budding yeast
Rad52, a ssDNA-binding protein required for efficient
annealing of complementary sequences in virtually all
HR events, including SSA (Paques and Haber 1999). In
this study, Rad22 was found to play a crucial role in EC
MMEJ, being required for the formation of Ura1 colonies
after transformation with ura41 DNA flanked by either
the (216) or a continuous microhomologous region.
Requirement for Rad22 slightly decreased as the overlapping region size increased since a few Ura1 colonies
were recovered in lig4Drad22D cells transformed with
DNA substrates bearing $7-bp-long continuous microhomologies. The MMEJ efficiency obtained with the m8
substrate in lig4Drad22D cells (0.6%), however, was much
lower than the one measured in lig4D cells (39%). Previous studies in budding yeast had concluded that Rad52
was not required for MMEJ as overlapping bases were
present at DSB repair junctions in yku70/80Drad52D cells
(Ma et al. 2003; Yu and Gabriel 2003) but, as suggested,
Rad59, a Rad52 homolog important for SSA involving
short homologous sequences (Sugawara et al. 2000;
Davis and Symington 2001), may be important for
budding yeast MMEJ (Yu and Gabriel 2003). On the
other hand, using an EC DSB repair assay, another group
reported that microhomologies of 10 bp are enough for
budding yeast Rad52-mediated repair (Karathanasis
and Wilson 2002).
Another gene that was found to be very important for
fission yeast EC MMEJ is exo11. In lig4Dexo1D cells, Ura1
colonies were not recovered after transformation of
lig4Dexo1D cells with the (216) MMEJ substrate. Circularization efficiency in lig4Dexo1D cells was also very low
for ura41 molecules flanked by up to 6 microhomologous base pairs and threefold lower than the efficiency
measured in lig4D cells when the m8 substrate was used.
Exo1 is a multi-tasking nuclease involved in budding
yeast SSA and processing of DSBs in mitotic cells together with the Mre11 complex (Tran et al. 2004). In
addition, budding and fission yeast Exo1 enzymes have
been reported to participate in both MMR-dependent
and MMR-independent mutation avoidance pathways,
and in vitro studies showed that human EXO1 possesses
a mismatch-dependent excision activity for both 59 / 39
and 39 / 59 excision tracts (Tran et al. 2004). Hence,
the role of fission yeast Exo1 in MMEJ may be related to
the production of ssDNA tails and/or to the excision of
nonhomologous nucleotides when annealing occurs at
regions of discontinuous microhomology. Notably, exonuclease activities of 59 / 39 and 39 / 59 directionality
have been identified in the MMEJ fraction purified from
X. laevis eggs by chromatography (Gottlich et al. 1998).
The partial ability of lig4Dexo1D cells to circularize the m8
substrate suggests, however, that Exo1 exhibits functional
redundancy with other exonuclease(s). Similarly, lig4D
rhp51D cells showed reduced ability to circularize ura41

fragments flanked by continuous microhomologies. Deletion of both exo11 and rhp511 genes completely abolished
m8 circularization, suggesting that distinct HR mechanisms,
both dependent on rad221, may be involved in MMEJ.
The S. pombe pol41 gene encodes a DNA polymerase
belonging to the PolX family of polymerases devoted to
DNA repair (Gonzalez-Barrera et al. 2005). Pol4 is
template dependent, lacks a detectable 39 / 59 proofreading activity, and has a preference for small gaps.
This study established that Pol4 is required for MMEJdependent circularization of ura41 DNA fragments with
discontinuous microhomologies, suggesting that Pol4
may fill in the gaps after excision of nonhomologous
nucleotides at overlapping junctions during MMEJ. In
addition, Pol4 may also be involved in the base excision
step itself through its deoxyribose phosphate lyase activity (Gonzalez-Barrera et al. 2005). These data agree
with the requirement of budding yeast Pol4 for NHEJmediated processing and joining of DNA molecules with
incompatible ends (Wilson and Lieber 1999; Tseng and
Tomkinson 2004), including telomeric DNA (Pardo et al.
2006). Indeed, unlike S. pombe, budding yeast NHEJ is very
inefficient at repairing DSBs with noncohesive ends and
relies on the presence of microhomologies for NHEJ.
Interestingly, mammalian Polm, a PolX member, has also
been proposed to function in microhomology-mediated
NHEJ during V(D)J recombination (Ma et al. 2004; Nick
McElhinny et al. 2005).
MMEJ-dependent circularization of ura41 DNA through
discontinuous microhomologies presumably requires the
intervention of a system able to recognize and correct
mispaired bases. In Escherichia coli, the major pathway for
mismatch correction during replication is the MutHLS
pathway (Marti et al. 2002). In S. pombe, both msh21 and
msh61 MutS homologs and the pms11 MutL homolog are
central components of MMR, and their inactivation leads
to increased mutation rates during vegetative growth and
impaired mismatch correction during meiotic recombination (Marti et al. 2002). The NER pathway from S. pombe
acts as another short-patch mismatch correction system
that processes mismatches very efficiently in the absence
of functional MMR (Marti et al. 2002). In this study,
neither MMR nor NER pathways were strictly required for
MMEJ-dependent circularization of ura41 (216) substrate, although the pattern of repair junction sequences
of EC MMEJ substrates with discontinuous microhomologies was modified in the absence of the Msh2-dependent
pathway. Although a homoduplex at repair junctions can
also arise from a mismatch by replication, this work suggests the involvement of other repair pathways like the
MMR-independent pathway of mutation avoidance associated with the S. pombe exo11 gene (Marti et al. 2002;
Tran et al. 2004) and/or the BER pathway involving Pol4
(Gonzalez-Barrera et al. 2005).
This study further demonstrated that the fission yeast
Mre11 complex is not required for EC MMEJ. However,
studies in budding yeast and Arabidopsis had concluded
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Figure 6.—Relationships among MMEJ, HR, NHEJ, and
mismatch repair pathways in fission yeast. Rad22 and Exo1
proteins are required for EC MMEJ, suggesting that MMEJ
is related to SSA. Rhp51 is involved in EC MMEJ only if continuous microhomologies are available for the repair. Pol4 is
strictly required for repair involving the use of discontinuous
microhomologies. Msh2 MMR protein is also involved in EC
MMEJ at discontinuous microhomologous regions. Both
types of EC MMEJ (continuous/discontinuous microhomologies) are inhibited by Pku70.

that inactivation of the Mre11 complex reduces MMEJ
efficiency (Yu and Gabriel 2003; Heacock et al. 2004).
It was previously established that the fission yeast Mre11
complex is important for intermolecular ligation events
during EC NHEJ (Decottignies 2005). Hence, the apparent discrepancy between the results may be related
to the experimental design as both budding yeast
and Arabidopsis studies looked at intermolecular MMEJ
events in a chromosomal context while this study focused
on intramolecular MMEJ at the extrachromosomal level.
Pku70 was a strong inhibitor of EC MMEJ. Stimulation of MMEJ efficiency upon pku701 gene deletion was
higher with shorter microhomology lengths, going from
threefold if 8 homologous base pairs were available for
MMEJ to 30-fold in the presence of 5 homologous base
pairs. Hence, it appears that short microhomologies of
5–6 bp may not be enough for MMEJ repair to compete
with Pku70. The influence of Pku70 was still detectable
when the microhomologous region was moved inside
the DNA by the addition of up to 3 nonhomologous base
pairs at ura41 ends. These data support a protective role
for the Ku heterodimer, which, by binding to DNA ends,
presumably reduces access to exonucleases (Getts and
Stamato 1994), thereby limiting the MMEJ process.
Together with the work in S. cerevisae showing that the
error-prone repair of DSBs with noncohesive ends is facilitated by deletion of KU70 (Boulton and Jackson
1996), this study supports a role for Ku in repressing
MMEJ-dependent repair of DSBs. Since recent studies
suggest that Ku heterodimer helps maintain genome
integrity by suppressing an alternative repair pathway
that leads to chromosomal translocations in mammals
(Difilippantonio et al. 2000; Ferguson et al. 2000; Tong
et al. 2002), one can postulate that, in mammalian cells,
Ku may also suppress MMEJ-dependent chromosomal
translocations.
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The genetic requirements for MMEJ unraveled in this
study suggest that MMEJ acts as a backup pathway of
NHEJ that uses components of other DNA repair pathways to mediate error-prone end joining (Figure 6). Hence,
MMEJ does not represent a new DNA repair pathway but is
related to HR. Accordingly, MMEJ efficiency was reduced in
G1-arrested cells, a cell cycle stage characterized by low HR
activity (Lisby et al. 2001; Ferreira and Cooper 2004). In
favor of this hypothesis, previous studies in budding yeast
(Mezard et al. 1992; Karathanasis and Wilson 2002) and
Xenopus oocytes (Grzesiuk and Carroll 1987) suggested
that EC DSB repair involving the use of very short stretches
of identity (,10 bp) was mediated by the HR machinery.
Requirement for Rad22 and Exo1 suggests that MMEJ may
proceed similarly to SSA. Moreover, involvement of Msh2
and Pms1 in fission yeast EC MMEJ repair agrees with the
reduction in SSA-associated mismatch repair observed in
both pms1 and msh2 mutant budding yeast cells (Sugawara
et al. 2004). The Rad16/Swi10 complex homologous to
Rad1/Rad10, a ssDNA-specific endonuclease playing a
crucial role in budding yeast SSA (Ivanov and Haber
1995), was not required for fission yeast EC MMEJ. However, lack of Rad16/Swi10 dependency in this study is
in agreement with the observation that budding yeast
Rad1/Rad10 endonuclease is not required for the removal of 39-tails shorter than 30 nucleotides (Paques and
Haber 1997). Altogether, these data indicate that MMEJ
operates through SSA. Hence, the name ‘‘micro-SSA’’
may be more appropriate for this type of repair to avoid
confusion with NHEJ, a Lig4-dependent DNA repair
pathway for which a subset of events also involves the
use of microhomologies.
Previous study in budding yeast reported that SSA
occurs with flanking homologous sequences as small
as 10 bp (Sugawara et al. 2000; Karathanasis and
Wilson 2002); this work suggests that 5 bp of homology
may be enough, at least in an extrachromosomal context. The minimal microhomology length, however, may
be higher in a chromosomal context. On the other
hand, since significant MMEJ efficiency in lig4Dpku70D
cells was obtained only for ura41 DNA fragments bearing terminal continuous microhomologies of at least
5 bp, this work suggests that the very short homologous
sequences of 1–4 bp frequently detected at DSB repair
junctions of NHEJ-proficient cells (Roth and Wilson
1986; Schiestl and Petes 1991; Thacker et al. 1992;
King et al. 1993; Manivasakam et al. 1995) may reflect a
distinct process and possibly result from Ku-dependent
NHEJ activity. In that respect, crystal structure of the
Ku heterodimer suggests that Ku may confine DNA
movement to a helical path, creating a complex that
may help the search for short complementary sequences (Walker et al. 2001).
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